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Welcome

If you can hear someone talking 
while you’re reading or writing, your 
productivity dips by up to 66%. 

Did you know…?

Welcome to the summer issue of  
The Measure, the newsletter from 
Cirrus Research.
We had a great start to 2013 and enjoyed an 
award winning three days at the Safety and Health 
Expo in May which you can read about on page 4.

Our products are also going from strength to 
strength with recent Type Approval achieved for 
both Optimus Red and Green in Spain and France  
– a major achievement highlighted on page 2.

In this issue of The Measure we have a feature 
article from one of our clients, Jersey Opera House, 
where they explain why they chose our Optimus 
Red sound level meter to meet their needs. 

We also share with you news on the updated 
model of our Trojan Noise Nuisance Recorder, the 
Trojan2, which is now ready for market – see for 
yourself on page 2.

If you have any questions on the world of noise 
measurement in general, or a specific question 
regarding one of our products then turn inside to 
meet the Noise Doctor – an online opportunity 
for you to ask questions and get direct answers 
and advice. 

We hope you enjoy reading The Measure and 
look forward to receiving your comments and 
questions.  Equally we’d love to hear from you 
if you would like to participate in any of our 
features.  Just send me an email.

Don’t forget, if you’ve missed a previous issue of 
The Measure, they are available for download 
from the Cirrus website at www.cirrusresearch.
co.uk/library

James Tingay, Editor 
Email: james.tingay@cirrusresearch.co.uk 
Follow us on twitter: @cirrusresearch

Read why Jersey Opera House 
chose Optimus Red
See page 3
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Millions of workers in the UK are being exposed to dangerous decibels in the workplace.

Sound experts at Echo Barrier, a company which provides noise management solutions 
across a number of industries, have identified occupations where noise poses a serious 
health problem.

The noisiest profession is airport ground staff who direct jet 
engines in landing and take-off and are subjected to noise levels 
of up to 140 decibels (dB), more than 1000 times the sound 
energy at the noisiest of music events.

Also featuring in the top 10 are Formula 1 drivers, construction 
workers and of course teachers and nursery workers!

Follow the Noise Doctor on  
Twitter @TheNoiseDoc 

With thanks to www.echobarrier.com
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We’ve updated 
the Trojan!

We are pleased to 
announce the launch 
of the new version 
of the Trojan Noise 
Nuisance Recorder,  
the Trojan2.

Designed specifically for the measurement 
and monitoring of noise nuisance, the Trojan2 
is quick and simple to setup and gives you 
all of the noise measurement data and audio 
recordings needed to effectively assess noise 
complaints.

The new version of the Trojan, the Trojan2, 
adds even more functions and features 
including quicker and simpler removal of the 
cables for transport and storage. Software 
updates allow measurements to be made 
over longer periods of time, as well as making 
download of measurements quicker.

Call 0845 230 2434 to find out more.

Did you 
know…?

Have you 
heard…?

What’s the noisiest job in the UK?Q
Ask The Noise Doctor…

A

Double Approval for Optimus  
Red & Green in Europe

In France, the new certification demonstrates 
compliance with NF EN 61672-1:2003 for a 
Class 1 sound level meter. 

Across the border in Spain and after a series of 
long and detailed tests, the Optimus Red and 
Optimus Green sound level meters have been 
granted Type Approval to UNE-EN 61672 Parts 
1 & 2 by Applus+, one of the world’s leading 
testing, inspection and certification companies.

In addition to the Type Approval tests 
carried out by Applus,  the Optimus sound 
level meters were also tested against the 
requirements of the WELMEC guide 7.2 for the 
Measuring Instruments Directive 2004/22/EC, 
which they successfully passed.

WELMEC is a co-operation between the 
legal metrology authorities of the Member 
States of the European Union and EFTA. The 
WELMEC guide addresses both manufacturers 
of measuring instruments and notified bodies 
responsible for conformity assessment of 
measuring instruments.  By following the 
Guide, compliance with the software-related 
requirements contained in the Measuring 
Instruments Directive can be assumed.

The Optimus sound level meters also carry 
Type Approval from the PTB in Germany to 
DIN EN 61672-1.

What is Type Approval?

Type Approval, or Pattern Approval, is a 
method where a test laboratory such as the 
Applus, PTB or LNE tests an instrument against 
a set of standard tests to ensure that it meets 
the performance claims of the manufacturer.

The Optimus sound level meters have been 
designed to meet the requirements of IEC 61672 
(and the corresponding UNE-EN, EN and DIN 
standards) and so these independent tests have 
been carried out to verify that the instruments 
do indeed meet these requirements. 

To find out more about these standards 
visit the blog www.cirrusresearch.co.uk/
blog/?p=2969

And

www.cirrusresearch.co.uk/blog/?p=3055

We’re proud to announce that the Optimus Red and Optimus Green sound  
level meters are now available with Type Approval from the LNE in France, at 
the same time as gaining Type Approval to UNE-EN 61672 Parts 1 & 2 in  
Spain by Applus+, one of the world’s leading testing, inspection and 
certification companies.

…About the  
Noise Doctor?
The Noise Doctor is a range of 
advice, products and support services  
designed to offer general noise 
measurement advice and to help you 
get the best from your Cirrus noise 
measurement instruments.
Visit www.cirrusresearch.co.uk/service_and_
calibration for links to our support website, to 
ask the Noise Doctor a question and to find 
information on calibration, product hire and 
software downloads.

Visitors to the support site can search through 
answers to questions that have already 
been asked, as well as look through current 
technical documentation uploaded by Cirrus. 
If you can’t find the answer to your question, 
then you can simply ask your question on the 
website and it will be picked up by someone 
on our support team.

Find out more about the Noise Doctor and ask 
your question at www.cirrusresearch.co.uk/
service_and_calibration.
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Focus on… Optimus Red

Whether they have come to see stand-up 
comedian Kevin Bridges or a full stage production 
of New Jersey Nights, the quality and right level 
of sound are absolutely crucial.

Jersey Opera House Technical Manager Chris 
Wink has used Cirrus products for a number 
of years to monitor and record sound levels 
within the auditorium for both quality and H&S 
regulations. When he needed to upgrade he 
chose the Cirrus Optimus Red sound level meter.

It gives Chris and his team the very latest digital 
technology and industrial design, proving ideal 
for his specific type of noise measurement needs 
in a work place that relies on pitch perfect sound 
for every performance.

“Obviously we need to comply with all the 
health and safety regulations but we also need to 
respond to customer comments about the quality 
of sound during performances,” explained Chris.

“Jersey Opera House is in use for approximately 
70% of the year - for at least 4 days every week 
- and features every type of show from full on 
rock bands to one-man performances.  In every 
show the sound is critical for the audience’s 
enjoyment. We have to comply with all the 
guidelines and we want to make sure the noise 
is at a comfortable level for the audience, for 
example, if it’s a children’s show then we want 
to ensure that noise levels are much lower 
than for an adult audience.”

Chris chose Optimus Red for its flexibility 
and the ease in which he could take a sound 
reading at one point or throughout an entire 
performance.  Jersey Opera House has to keep 
its noise data for up to 5 years-sometimes for 
longer-and every year they will be asked to 
produce noise level evidence on a specific show 
as part of an HSE inspection.

“It does give us peace of mind that we know we 
have that data available and it will be an accurate 
account of the time period they requested. The 
Optimus is very easy to use and very effective. 
The 120dB range is very wide and the data 
logging is great because we can have specific 
readings in both graphic form or as raw data,” 
added Chris.

“We can use the Optimus in any part of the 
auditorium, on stage or back stage, so we can be 
very accurate in the data we collect across every 
part of Jersey Opera House.”

The Optimus Red has a range of applications 
including its occupational and industrial hygiene 
noise evaluations as well as noise at work surveys 
and noise exposure calculations.

It can offer hearing protector selection using 
HML or Octave Band Methods, alongside 
machinery noise tests, noise ordinance and 
community noise assessments. 

It has many key features that make it stand out 
from the crowd, including its simple operation and 
ergonomic design. As Chris at Jersey Opera House 
has already discovered, it also offers simultaneous 
measurement of the whole work place.

The VoiceTag™ note recording and AuditStore™ 
Measurement verification ensure that the user 
can add their own notes by simply speaking 
into the microphone, recording notes and 
descriptions that may come in useful later. Its 
long battery life and very large 4GB memory 
means more than 10,000 measurements can be 
stored at any one time.

Other features include
•  The latest digital technology with a 

high resolution colour OLED display and 
back-lit keypad

•  Measure up to 140dB(A) and 143dB(C) Peak 
with a Single Measurement Range 

• Real-time 1:1 Octave Band Filters

•  NoiseTools software with licence  
free installation

• Pause and Back Erase as standard

•  15 year no quibble warranty

Cirrus Marketing Manager James Tingay added: 
“The Optimus sound level meters have been 
designed with ease of use in mind and let 
the customer just get on with measuring and 
controlling the noise.  The high resolution colour 
OLED screen can be seen in any conditions, and 
the keypad illuminates automatically in low light. 
We have covered the case with a tactile finish so it 
can be operated even if the user is wearing gloves.”

The original Jersey Opera House was built in 
1865 on its present site. It enjoyed a £7m refit 
and renovation between 1998 and 2000 and the 
625-capacity auditorium has seen some of the 
biggest names of stage, screen and comedy 
during its lifetime.

Jersey Opera House puts 
Optimus Red in the spotlight

Chris chose Optimus Red 
for its flexibility and the 
ease in which he could 
take a sound reading at 

one point or throughout 
an entire performance

When the audience sits in the beautiful auditorium of Jersey Opera House, they have very little idea of the technology 
that goes into giving them the ultimate live show experience.
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Illuminating results with Optimus

Our Product Selector can help  
you choose!
Finding the best sound level meter for your application can often be  
a challenge. 
There are hundreds of different models and makes available, each with a wide range of functions 
and features, some of which you may need and some which you may not.

To help you choose the best Optimus sound level meter for your application and needs, we’ve 
updated our Optimus Product Selector with a range of new functions, features and specifications.

You can choose from a range of applications, features or functions and use any combination of 
these to find the instrument that suits you best.

So whether you’re looking for a Class 1 data logging sound level meter with 1:3 Octave Bands, 
Audio Recording and Tonal Noise Detection or a Class 2 sound level meter for Noise at Work, the 
Optimus Product Selector can help you find the right instrument.

The Optimus Selector is available on the our website  www.cirrusresearch.co.uk/selector

The stand that delivers
The Noise Doctor enjoys award at the Safety & Health Expo!
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September 15-18, 2013 
Internoise 2013, Innsbruck, Austria

October 9-10, 2013  
Health & Safety North, Bolton Arena

June 17-19, 2014  
Safety & Health Expo 2014,  
Excel, London

February 25-28, 2014 
SiCUR 2014, Madrid, Spain

June 2-4, 2014 
AIHce 2014, San Antonio, Texas

June 8-11, 2014 
ASSE 2014, Orlando, Florida

September 15-17, 2014 
NSC 2014, San Diego, California

November 16-19, 2014 
Internoise 2014, Melbourne, Australia

Events in 2013

Hats off to the Cirrus Research team who won the Highly Commended award in the Best Stand 
Competition at the Safety & Health Expo held at the NEC Birmingham in May.

We saw off tough competition to claim Highly Commended for the stand which saw the return 
of the tardis, as well as the introduction of the Noise Doctors who were busy offering advice 
and information on the Cirrus Research product range.

Judges of the Best Stand competition commended Cirrus Research on their visually striking stand 
and staff who actively encouraged visitors to enter the ‘Play your sounds right’ competition as 
well as try out the Optimus and doseBadge ranges.

We’re already planning activity for next year’s show at Excel, London 17-19 June 2014 – a date 
for your diary!

Measuring noise in the dark is something that 
many noise consultants will have faced at some 
point in their careers; both inside dark or poorly 
lit buildings as well as contending with dark 
evenings and dull days, courtesy of our  
British winters.
It can be easy to inadvertently press the wrong keys, 
accidentally stop the measurement or even make some 
changes to the instrument as you struggle with poor light.

This was just one of the issues that the Cirrus Research R&D 
department overcame when developing the Optimus sound 
level meters. Thanks to their foresight and innovation, the 
Optimus range will automatically adjust the brightness of the 
display according to the ambient light levels and the keypad 
will illuminate so that the buttons are easy to see.

This makes it ideal for both internal and  
external environments.


